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RAICHAK VISIT

Dear Members
A mind-boggling 450+ institutions offering architecture at the
undergraduate level in India; 0ver 25000 architects graduating
every year! Through the last decade and a half, I have engaged with
many young minds during the course of their education and
immediately after. All students in a particular class of a particular
institution are being exposed through the college to the same
experiences – be it mundane classroom ones or exciting out-of-theclassroom ones. What is it that sets some of them apart and
prepares them for a fulfilling professional life ahead?! I have found
that those that indulge in activities and learning opportunities
outside of their curriculum tend to develop into mature, socially
responsible and even commercially successful professionals in
their own field of interest. These opportunities could be competitions
that they participate in (especially in teams); internships with
different architects all through their academic life; participation in
seminars; exposure to socially relevant work in rural or urban areas;
documentation and research opportunities etc.
Opportunities to educate oneself are lurking around everywhere all
through one's life. Having the courage to seize every such
opportunity, the keen eye to identify every such opportunity and
making the most of the same will bridge the difference between what
one is and what one can be.
'Vivendo Discimus' - By Living We Learn. Patrick Geddes'
exhortation would hold good eternally since it is only those who
believe that the process of education is omnipresent and neverending are the ones who are continuously evolving. Geddes, a
strong believer in creative education and as one who hated the
system of learning by rote was associated with the setting up of
Santiniketan - the ultimate laboratory in experimental education. His
correspondence with Rabindranath Tagore voices his opinions on
the need for the development of free-thinking, developing of an
analytical mind and spiritual development through the process of
education.
Ar. Anna Herringer was asked at an interview by the students of IIT
Kharagpur on what would be her advice to students of architecture.
Her response was “Humility, Honesty, Courage, Trust, Curiosity,
Flexibility, Practical approaches, Cooperative attitude, Visionary
approach, Passion, Love for the planet earth and its inhabitants and
being responsible”. She says, “To me, it is absolutely vital that if you
want to be a good architect, learn to build yourself first.” There is no
denying the fact that with particular reference to the profession of
architecture, there is a need for something beyond.
Yours in Service,
Ar. Gita Balakrishnan
West Bengal Chapter, The Indian Institute of Architects

As our wait for Olympic medals after a dismal start was finally
fulfilled by couple of determined girls, a sigh of relief lightened the
air. The entire nation celebrated the medal (or even a narrow miss)
in such an exuberance that one started hoping that some of the
limelight may even fall upon future sportsperson as well towards
nurturing their hitherto unattended talents. While we are awaiting
Canonization of Mother Teresa, our city is desperately fighting to
control Dengue. On a national scenario, being compelled to carry
dead bodies of relatives becoming so common that those heart
rending images do not shock us anymore. And as usual terrorism
and earthquakes became so non-news-items, that we started
absorbing all these as if these were some mundane narrations of
hackneyed melodarmatic films. As if, nothing touches us any more.
Perhaps because, we, as a generation, are deeply entangled in a
parallel existence in social media, that perhaps to some, the real
existence is becoming a function of the virtual one. Not sure, where
we are moving as a society, we, architects instead of trying to give
the it a direction, are equally (or in cases, even more) getting sucked
into the addiction.
Nevertheless, amidst all these, our chapter has been trying to
connect the dots as it brought many young minds together by
successfully organising its inaugural architectural excursion to
Raichak with Ar. Vivek Rathore. While a few members continued the
follow up works of the Urban Design Hackathon to produce an
implementable output as per previous commitments. With GBM and
Teacher's day celebration just around the corner, one can hope to
meet a lot of friends in their real avatar, beyond a virtual one after
long. I wish every member enjoy a true independence of mind
starting this august month of our nation's independence.
Yours In Profession,
Ar. Abhishek Dutta,
Editor, West Bengal Chapter
The Indian Institute of Architects

A tribute by Ar. Abhishek Dutta
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Raichak Visit

manage the tightest budget without making it look less
valuable and an overall philosophy of letting the nature take
the upper hand in the temporal living was well absorbed by
the impressed team of youth.

The Young Architect Sub-Committee of The Indian Institute
of Architects had resolved to introduce a series of
architectural explorations to selected projects with the
architect of the same to learn directly from source in detail
on the entire process of design right from the
conceptualisation, design developments, execution,
subsequent challenges and post-occupancy evaluation.

Then the group moved to Riviera (row house living with the
Ganga) where again the free flowing linear plans with an
even smaller courtyard beside the kitchen letting the
breeze from the Ganges along with an unobstructed view of

First in the series was conducted on 23rd July 2016 to
Raichak, the town in the bank of the Ganges 55km off
Kolkata, with Ar. Vivek Rathore, the principal architect of
Salient, with the theme : exploring the relationship of built
and un-built.

the connected sunken green backyard and a breathtaking
view of the river from the upper floors cutely connected with
a small open lift and compact stair made all the participants
wanting to wait indefinitely to enjoy the sweetest breeze
from the balcony.

Starting the Journey from IIA -WB Chapter premises early
in the morning, the group of enthusiastic young architects
reached Raichak to be received heartily by Ar. Vivek and his
colleagues Ar. Kasturi & Ar. Amit. After an initial orientation
speech on the history of development of Raichak by Bengal
Ambuja group, Ar. Rathore guided the team first to
Frangipani (Cluster Living), a small yet beautifully complete
vacation (row)houses with swimming pool, sandwiched
between an outhouse with kitchen and dining, and a
double-storied living and bedroom cluster, beside a small
green courtyard, where one can jump into from even the
kitchen windows. The interestingly hidden services within
the boundary walls, the use of raw wood – boldly exposed
to the weathering, brilliant use of inexpensive materials to

Through the backyard of Riviera, everyone moved to the
amazing raised Promenade by the river, beautifully
landscaped with a nice infinity pool, informal sitting and
lawns with carefully chosen plants to arouse the perfect
emotions, the group reached Anaya Kutir, a luxury boutique
resort, right next to it, where independent double storied
cottages finishes with an earthy colour on a mud-plasterlike surface, surrounding an organic pools where a lot of
experiments with the therapeutic use of water has been
made. In a meditation pit sunken within the pool with a
continuous sound of cascading water though its wall is
powerful enough to make one mind settle down in a state of
tranquillity.
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After the wonderful lunch generously hosted by Ar.
Rathore, at the Ffort Raichak (formerly Radisson Fort), an
exquisite resort designed by Ar. Prabir Mitra opened back in
1997, the team was guided through various extensions &
revitalization of Fort done by M/s Salient, with very
informative narration including the history, constraints and
conceptual interventions. Then, finally getting Foot Loose
in a Disco designed within the Ffort with an intention to
challenge the hackneyed moral guidelines by letting the
users look at it from a different perspective.
The great trip ended with a small inspiring talk to the
impressed team of architects by Ar. Vivek Rathore, who
encouraged all to follow dreams and not to compromise on
the intention to making a statement through bold yet
sensible approach.

The Architect's challenge Set 5 Answer

Habib Rahman/ New Secretariat Building on Strand Road. This was recognised as the first multistoried building of
India (India Exhibition - Paris).

Right Answer given by : Ar. (Prof.) K.P. Bhattacharjee, Mr. Kunal Rakshit, Ar. Akhil Rajan Sarkar, Ar. Milan
Bandyopadhyay and Ar. Indranil Ghosh
The Architect's Challenge Set 6
Please send your answers to editor.iiawbchapter@gmail.com by 30th September, 2016

1. Identify the Building and the Architect

2. Identify the creation and the creator

5. What is the significance of this Facade design 4. Identify the Building and the Architect
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3. Identify the Building and the Architect
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